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Abstract  

 

Groundwater on islands occurs in the form of freshwater lenses that serve as an important 

water resource for local inhabitants. These lenses are highly vulnerable to salinization due to 

natural recharge variations and groundwater abstraction. Determining the sustainable yield 

from freshwater lenses is challenging because the lens response during drought periods and 

the long-term effects of pumping are both difficult to predict. The exceptionally detailed and 

long data record for Bonriki Island of the Tarawa atoll (Kiribati) made it possible to develop 

a three-dimensional variable-density model of the island. Field data and modelling results 

highlight the strong control of rainfall variability and pumping on the temporal dynamics of 

the freshwater lens. The model reproduces the salinity observations in both monitoring and 

pumping wells reasonably well, and provides a rare example of physically based island 

simulation based on an extensive data set. It enables the analysis of freshwater volume and 

fluxes of submarine groundwater discharge, which is impossible based on the field 

observations alone. Under natural as well as abstraction conditions, submarine groundwater 

discharge responds rapidly and almost proportionally to recharge. Theoretical model 

scenarios with scaled abstraction rates show that lens contraction caused by pumping is a 

nearly linear function of the total pumped volume, whereby the abstraction rate and the 

timing of depletion are approximately inversely proportional. Modelling indicates that when 

monthly recharge inputs fall below around 2500 m
3
/d (i.e., a flux of 1.7 mm/d) plus the 

abstraction rate, the lens tends to contract. Thus, despite the highly distributed and extensive 

abstraction network on Bonriki Island, a significant amount of recharge is eventually lost to 

submarine groundwater discharge. The long-term freshwater storage trend indicates that 

Bonriki Island’s lens is still contracting after 27.5 years of pumping, and lens thinning is 

threatening to impact the water supply salinity. This means that even permeable, small 

islands like Bonriki may take at least two decades to realise new equilibrium conditions that 

reflect pumping stresses, which is an important consideration in assessing the sustainable 

yield of small islands, in particular those less resilient to pumping than Bonriki. 

 

 

Keywords: Fresh groundwater lens; Salinity; Small islands; Kiribati; Atoll island; Water 

management 
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1. Introduction 

 

Water resource availability and sustainable management practices are recurring issues on 

islands, in particular for the Small Island Developing States (SIDS), a group of 52 developing 

countries on low-lying carbonate and volcanic islands that share similar sustainable 

development challenges (UNESCO, 2016). The SIDS are faced with the need to secure 

reliable freshwater supplies despite increased climate variability, sea-level rise, and, in many 

locations, population growth (White and Falkland, 2012; Allen et al., 2014). On small islands, 

rainwater and groundwater are the primary natural sources of water supply (Illangasekare et 

al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006). Groundwater on islands occurs in the form of freshwater lenses, 

which necessitates a special form of management to mitigate the risk of salinization and other 

forms of anthropogenic contamination (Bailey et al., 2010; White and Falkland, 2010). 

 

Atoll and similar coral-reef islands represent a specific subgroup of the broader category of 

small islands, and have many common characteristics and management problems (Falkland, 

1991). The volume of freshwater stored within an atoll island depends on the balance 

between recharge from rainfall, and losses through evapotranspiration, discharge into the 

ocean and lagoon, mixing with underlying seawater, and groundwater abstraction for human 

use. Determination of the sustainable yield requires that these processes can be quantified, 

including the transient nature of rainfall and the recharge generated from it. In particular, the 

response of the freshwater lens to droughts must be known, as groundwater during these 

times becomes the primary or even the sole source of water supply (White and Falkland, 

2010; Werner et al., 2017). 

 

Previous studies have shown that freshwater lenses respond to recharge events at timescales 

ranging from hours to months. For example, Jones et al. (2004) determined the response of a 

borehole salinity profile on Grand Cayman Island to a heavy rainfall event and found that 

salinities decreased across the entire 12-m profile as early as 1.5 hours after the storm. Lens 

behaviour over longer time-scales, for example in response to intra- and inter-annual 

variations in rainfall, has been widely studied. Woodroffe and Falkland (2004) showed how 

the base of the freshwater lens responded to recharge variation over an eight-year period for 

two study sites in the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. They found that where the lens is bounded by 

the unconformity between Holocene sediments and Pleistocene limestone, found at a 

maximum depth of 15 m below the ground surface, fluctuations of the base of the lens with 
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recharge tend to be more subdued than when the freshwater is contained principally within 

the Holocene sediments. Nonetheless, the effects of droughts lasting up to several months 

resulted in significant thinning of the lens in both cases. 

 

Van der Velde et al. (2006) found that the salinity of pumped freshwater on the island of 

Tongatapu (Tonga) fluctuated around its mean value in response to the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO), and that the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) could be used to predict 

groundwater salinity with a lag time of 10 months. They applied a time series model that was 

fitted to observed data by parameter optimization. The method sometimes yielded parameter 

combinations representative of unrealistically long transit times between the point of 

infiltration and the well (Van der Velde et al., 2007). 

 

The response of small island freshwater lenses to changes in recharge has also been 

investigated using numerical models. Early studies (Underwood et al., 1992; Griggs and 

Peterson, 1993) showed that, as expected, the lens will decrease in thickness in response to a 

reduction in recharge. Comte et al. (2014) highlighted the importance of vegetation, which 

through its influence on groundwater recharge, may exert a strong control on the thickness of 

the lens. They found that reduced recharge due to transpiration promotes seawater intrusion, 

but a feedback mechanism exists because the increased salinity affects the health of the 

vegetation, which reduces transpiration and thus enhances recharge. Bailey et al. (2014) used 

numerical simulations to infer the effect of variable rainfall on the thickness of freshwater 

lenses for atoll islands of the Maldives. Their results showed that variations in lens thickness 

of up to 50% can occur, but their simulations did not consider pumping, and the hydraulic 

parameters were not varied between different islands. A comprehensive, calibrated model of 

Home Island, part of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, was produced by Ghassemi et al. (2000). 

The study highlighted the complications of modelling atoll island environments, and the need 

for incorporation of system stresses at a temporal resolution of one month or less in order to 

capture the transient nature of the observed salinity variations. Based on a poor fit between 

model outcomes and field data, the authors drew pessimistic conclusions about our capacity 

to model freshwater lens dynamics, even if abundant field data are available. Holding and 

Allen (2015) assessed the impact of reduced recharge due to climate change for Andros 

Island in the Bahamas using a three-dimensional model and concluded that this could lead to 

a loss of freshwater volume of up to 19%. 
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While the role of climate-driven recharge variability in controlling lens behaviour has been 

well studied, there are fewer investigations into the effect of pumping on lens dynamics, in 

particular where historical trends and spatial variability in pumping are known and accounted 

for. Griggs and Peterson (1993) conducted two-dimensional numerical simulations of the 

freshwater lens for the Laura area of the Majuro Atoll in the Marshall Islands. They 

concluded that the sustainable yield is almost twice as high when infiltration galleries instead 

of vertical wells are used to abstract groundwater. Moreover, they reported that for 

simulations with monthly averaged recharge, a higher sustainable extraction was found than 

for yearly averaged recharge, and that significant quantities of water could be abstracted from 

the lens during sustained periods of drought. Their simulations spanned a period of 3 years 

only though, and were therefore not inclusive of multi-decadal trends. 

 

A need therefore remains for long-term studies that investigate the combined effects of 

rainfall variability, pumping and physical groundwater processes to better understand the 

resilience of island freshwater lenses against droughts, and to guide management of the 

freshwater lens to ensure the supply of suitable quality water. The multi-decadal impact of 

abstraction on the freshwater volume in particular has not been investigated in detail 

previously, even though this is crucial to the long-term sustainability of island water supply 

systems. Furthermore, Werner et al. (2017) call for the continued use of data from established 

and long-running sites such as Bonriki (Kiribati) or Cocos (Keeling) Islands, to develop 

exemplar investigations to inform groundwater management, accounting for the specific 

conditions of individual atoll island settings. 

 

Here, we present a study of the freshwater lens on the island of Bonriki, South Tarawa, 

Kiribati. ENSO cycles have a direct impact on the recharge to groundwater on the atoll 

(Australian Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2011). The detailed long-term monitoring 

data that have been collected for more than three decades provide a unique case study of lens 

behaviour under the influence of variable recharge and increased pumping stress. The dataset 

includes measurements of groundwater salinity, rainfall and evaporation, pumping records, 

and pumped water salinity (Sinclair et al., 2015). In terms of size, measured by its maximum 

width (0.95 km), Bonriki is one of the larger islands in the Pacific, with 86% of 1035 islands 

> 0.25 km being smaller (Stewart et al., 2014). Its geology (i.e., thickness of the Holocene 

sediment, sediments changing from coral fragments on the ocean side to fine sand on the 
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lagoon side) and rainfall amount (just like 886 out of 1035 islands > 0.25 km, Bonriki falls in 

the > 1500 mm/year category of Stewart et al., 2014) are comparable to other islands. 

 

The objective of the present study is to quantify the effect of recharge and abstraction on the 

freshwater lens of Bonriki Island, because it is an exemplar system of dual-aquifer carbonate 

islands worldwide (Werner et al., 2017). Dual-aquifer carbonate islands are those in which 

Holocene sands with a relatively low hydraulic conductivity overly more permeable 

Pleistocene reef deposits (Vacher, 2004). Examples of similar islands include those in the 

Majuro Atoll (Marshall Islands), the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Diego Garcia Atoll, as well as 

the Lower Florida Keys and the Bahamas. A numerical model of variable-density flow and 

solute transport was calibrated to reduce discrepancies between modelled and observed 

groundwater salinities. The model was subsequently used to quantify the volumes and fluxes 

of fresh- and saltwater to determine the long-term fate of the freshwater lens. Following a 

similar approach to Van Loon and Van Lanen (2013) and Knowling et al. (2015), except in 

our case the model is a density-dependent lens simulator, the model was run for both natural 

and anthropogenic conditions to allow for the distinction of the impact of pumping from lens 

growth and shrinkage due to natural variations in recharge. 

 

2. Study area  

 

The study area is the Bonriki Water Reserve (Latitude 1°23'10'' N, Longitude 173°8'50'' E), 

which forms part of the Tarawa atoll in Western Kiribati (Figure 1) in the Pacific region. 

Besides the Bonriki freshwater lens, the atoll’s National Water Reserve includes the lens of 

Buota Island. The lenses are the primary supply for the more than 56,000 residents (2015 

census) of South Tarawa (KNSO, 2016), which experienced an annual 2.3% population 

growth rate between 2010 and 2015. The reticulated water system extends from Buota and 

Bonriki Islands to some 30 km to the western island of Betio (Figure 1), and provides potable 

water to at least 67% of South Tarawa’s population. 
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Figure 1. Map showing the location of the Tarawa Atoll. The black solid rectangle in the 

main figure outlines the location of the map shown in Figure 2. 

 

The topography is flat and the elevation of the land surface is generally between 2 and 4 m 

above mean sea level. Figure 2 presents an aerial depiction of the island, with key water 

infrastructure labelled. A water treatment plant and Bonriki International Airport are located 

centrally above the Bonriki lens, while residential areas occur around the lens fringes. 

Extensive vegetation, primarily coconut trees, otherwise covers the lens area. The study area 

is bounded to the northeast by a tidal channel and a beach on a rock platform from which a 

reef flat extends into the ocean. On the western side is the atoll’s lagoon, in which open water 

and sand flats with stands of mangrove alternate. Inland lakes occur in the northwestern 
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corner of the reserve (“Wetlands” in Figure 2). An aquaculture facility has been constructed 

to the south of the water reserve, as indicated by approximately east-west oriented saltwater 

ponds in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Map showing the Bonriki Water Reserve, horizontal collector wells (known as 

infiltration galleries) with pumping station structures located in the centre of each gallery, and 

monitoring bore locations. The blue lines in the western region of the island indicate the 

location of inland lakes. AA and BB identify cross sections shown in later figures. The 

elevation of the terrain where galleries 9 – 13 are located is lower by about 1 m on average 

compared to where the other galleries north of the runway are. See Figure 1 for map location. 

 

Tarawa atoll is located in the hot, humid tropical zone that extends over much of the 

equatorial Pacific Ocean, and is influenced by the southeast trade winds for most of the year 

(Falkland, 1992; Falkland and Woodroffe, 2004). It is outside the area of cyclonic activity, 

and ENSO cycles strongly affect the climate and, in particular, the rainfall (Burgess, 1987). 

The Southern Oscillation Index and Tarawa’s annual rainfall are strongly correlated (White et 

al., 2007). Daily rainfall data are available from the meteorological station on Betio from 

1947 to the present. The dry season generally occurs from May to November, while the wet 
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season is from December to April. The average annual rainfall at Betio from January 1947 to 

December 2013 was 1998 mm. Daily rainfall has also been recorded at Bonriki Airport since 

2009. The rainfall on Bonriki is, on average, 6% less than that on Betio (Galvis-Rodriguez et 

al., 2017). Falkland (1992) estimated the potential evapotranspiration at the Betio station 

from average monthly pan evaporation data measured between 1981 and 1991. The mean pan 

evaporation rate was 6.15 mm/d, with a minimum of 5.5 mm/d in July and a maximum of 6.9 

mm/d in September and October. 

 

Thirty-six boreholes have been drilled on Bonriki (Sinclair et al., 2015). Geological profiles 

based on lithological descriptions of samples from these boreholes show that the subsurface 

can be divided into a Holocene and an underlying Pleistocene unit, as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The Pleistocene limestone comprises skeletal wackestones and packstones that are sometimes 

fractured (Dunham, 1962; Jacobson and Taylor, 1981). Karstification of the limestone 

occurred during sea level lowstands in glacial periods, and consequently the topography of 

the limestone’s palaeo-surface is highly irregular. Limestone occurs at an elevation between 

approximately 12 m and 20 m below mean sea level and is unconformably covered by 

Holocene granular deposits (Falkland and Woodroffe, 2004; Jacobson and Taylor, 1981). The 

latter consist of (i) unconsolidated sand and gravel near the lagoon, (ii) poorly cemented hard 

coral fragments inland, and (iii) consolidated coral deposits at depth and towards the ocean 

side (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Cross sections showing the lithology, water table elevation and freshwater lens 

geometry for (a) May 1985 along profile line A-A’, (b) June 2014 along profile line A-A’, (c) 

May 1985 along profile line B-B’, (d) June 2014 along profile line B-B’. Cross section 

locations are shown in Figure 2. The dashed lines represent electrical conductivity (EC) 

contours of 2.5, 10 and 25 mS/cm (blue, orange and red colours, respectively) based on 

interpolation of field measurements. Solid lines are obtained from the numerical model (see 

Section 3). The EC contour values correspond to a TDS of 1.8, 7.2 and 18 g/L, respectively, 

and were adopted for consistency with previous publications (e.g., Falkland and Woodroffe, 

2004). 

 

There is a pronounced demarcation between the hydraulic properties of the Holocene and 

Pleistocene units of Bonriki Island (Falkland and Woodroffe, 2004). The hydraulic 

conductivity (K) of the Holocene sediments varies from 5 to 20 m/d, whereas the K of the 

Pleistocene limestone tends to increase with depth. It ranges between 10 < K < 20 m/d near 

the boundary with the Holocene sediments, to K > 100 m/d at greater depth (Falkland and 

Woodroffe, 2004; Jacobson and Taylor, 1981). 
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The salinity monitoring network on Bonriki currently consists of 23 boreholes equipped with 

multi-level observation wells (Figure 2), but this number has varied in time (Sinclair et al., 

2015). Measurements of electrical conductivity (EC) from these wells are available from as 

early as 1980, although the bulk of the data was collected after the year 2000. The 

measurements have demonstrated the existence of fresh to brackish groundwater up to 25 m 

deep (Falkland, 1992; Sinclair et al., 2015), as illustrated by the EC contour lines in the cross 

sections of Figure 3. The high K of the Pleistocene limestone enhances the mixing of 

freshwater and seawater, and consequently a broad transition zone exists in this unit 

(Jacobson and Taylor, 1981; White et al., 2008). The high rate of mixing in the Pleistocene 

limestone largely restricts the presence of potable freshwater to the Holocene strata (Sinclair 

et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 2 shows the location of the 21 currently operating horizontal collector wells, 

commonly referred to as infiltration galleries. Utilization of the lens started at rates less than 

100 m³/d in the mid-1970s with the installation of the first infiltration galleries (Mather, 

1973; Wagner, 1977). Since then, estimates of the sustainable yield have been updated a 

number of times, and the capacity of the water supply system has expanded. The chronology 

of the studies and the annual volumes of groundwater abstracted are summarised in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Overview of pumping rates and published sustainable yield estimates for the 

Bonriki lens, according to Mather (1973), AGDHC (1982), Falkland (1992), Alam et al. 

(2002), White et al. (2002), White et al. (2008), and Sinclair et al. (2015). The recorded 
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abstraction rates are annual averages based on Kiribati’s Public Utilities Board (PUB) data 

unless otherwise indicated. Corrections were applied to the reported abstraction rates from 

2004 onward as detailed in Section 3.2.2. 

 

The water table occurs at up to 1.5 m above mean sea level (Sinclair et al., 2015). 

Fluctuations of the water table of up to 0.5 m occur in response to the tide in the lagoon and 

ocean, making it difficult to ascertain long-term water-level trends from manual readings. 

Due to the heterogeneous nature of the subsurface, the tidal fluctuations do not follow a 

systematic spatial pattern, which is generally the case for atoll islands (White and Falkland, 

2010). 

 

3. Numerical model 

 

3.1 Model setup 

 

SEAWAT Version 4 (Langevin et al., 2008) was used to develop a transient flow and solute 

transport model. SEAWAT couples MODFLOW and MT3DMS to simulate variable-density 

groundwater flow and solute transport, and has been verified and used widely for simulating 

seawater intrusion. The conceptual model for the numerical groundwater model was based on 

all aforementioned hydrogeological information and is depicted as a three-dimensional block 

diagram in Figure . The diagram includes a simplified geological setting and shows the dual 

nature of the aquifer system that results from the Holocene sediments overlaying the 

Pleistocene karstified limestone. 
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Figure 5. Conceptual three-dimensional block diagram of the Bonriki groundwater system, 

modified from Bosserelle et al. (2015). Coarser sediments encountered in the region closest 

to the ocean (right-hand) boundary are illustrated by the pattern change within the Holocene 

layer. Symbols courtesy of the Integration and Application Network, University of Maryland 

Center for Environmental Science (ian.umces.edu/symbols/). 

 

A transient model simulation was set up for the period 1 January 1948 to 30 June 2014 using 

monthly stress periods (798 in total). The model covers an area of about 9.5 km² and extends 

from the fishponds in the southeast, to the channel between Bonriki and Buota in the west. 

An aerial view of the model grid is given in Figure 6. The model domain has a width of 2.8 

km between the lagoon and the ocean (northeast to southwest) and a length of 3.4 km in a 

southeast to northwest direction. Below the ocean and the lagoon, the model extends offshore 

to a distance of at least 100 m from the shoreline to minimize the influence of the aquifer 

truncation at the lateral boundaries on the prediction of the lens behaviour. The finite-

difference grid was rotated in order to minimize the number of cells. The model had 33 rows, 

52 columns and 36 layers, with 58,678 active cells. The layer thickness varied between 0.5 m 

for layer two, to 25 m for the three deepest layers. The thickness of the first layer varied 
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according to the surface topography. Table S1 of the electronic supplementary material 

(ESM) presents additional key metrics of the model’s discretization. 

 

 

Figure 6. Map showing the outline of the finite-difference grid and the distribution of 

recharge zones across Bonriki Island. 

 

3.2 Boundary conditions and stresses 

3.2.1 Boundary conditions 

Specified heads were assigned to cells that sit below the ocean (reef flat and/or reef slope) or 

the lagoon (depending on the bathymetry). Cells of which the centre node was elevated above 

the ocean or lagoon floor were made inactive, and only the cells in the first active layer were 

assigned specified heads, except at the outer boundaries of the model grid where the heads 

were specified in all active model layers. A saltwater head equal to mean sea level was 

assigned to all of the specified-head cells. The concentration of the specified-head cells was 

allowed to vary during the simulations. Groundwater exiting the active region of the model 

domain carried the model-calculated salt content of a boundary cell, whereas water entering 

into the active domain was assigned the total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration of 
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seawater. Specified-head cells were also assigned to the cells in model Layer 1 in the fish 

ponds area (see Figure 6). 

 

Cells in the topmost layer on the island were assigned a specified flux that varied in time 

depending on the calculated recharge rate (see Section 3.2.1). The TDS concentration of the 

recharge was made dependent on the recharge rate to allow for the effect of 

evapotranspiration on the solute concentrations. For recharge rates higher than 100 

mm/month, the recharge TDS was 0.31 kg/m
3
, between 50 and 100 mm/month the TDS was 

0.38 kg/m
3
, and between 0 and 50 mm/month the TDS was 0.45 kg/m

3
. Recharge TDS values 

were set to accord with shallow groundwater salinities, and taking into account the higher 

evapo-concentration of lower recharge rates. 

 

3.2.2 Groundwater recharge 

The recharge was estimated using the water balance model WATBAL (Falkland, 1992; 

Falkland and Woodroffe, 2004). The program uses input time series of daily rainfall and 

evaporation, and solves the following equation: 

 VEPR   (1) 

where, R is recharge, P is rainfall, E is evapotranspiration, and ΔV is the change in storage 

within the soil moisture zone. All quantities are expressed in units of mm/d. Surface runoff 

was neglected because of the high infiltration capacity of the soils, the flat topography and 

the lack of surface flow features on the island. The evapotranspiration term includes 

evaporation from the soil surface, transpiration by vegetation (including from both soil water 

and groundwater), and the interception of rainfall by tree canopies. Other features of the code 

are described by Falkland (1992), Alam et al. (2002), and Falkland and Woodroffe (2004). 

For the input time series of P, the rainfall on Bonriki was used in this study (see Figure S1 of 

the ESM), which, applying the aforementioned 6% correction factor, was determined from 

the rainfall measured at Betio between 1947 and 2009. For the period 2009 – June 2014, the 

measured values at Bonriki were used. The evaporation was based on the monthly pan 

evaporation values reported by Falkland (1992). Other input parameters for the WATBAL 

code are listed in Table S2 of the ESM. 

 

Daily net recharge values from WATBAL modelling were aggregated into monthly totals for 

use in the groundwater model. The average recharge produced by WATBAL was 

approximately 57% of the mean rainfall rate of 1887 mm/year. This can be compared to an 
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estimated 11% of 847 mm/year for Kiribati’s Christmas Island for the same degree of 

coconut tree cover, but Falkland and Woodroffe (2004) considered this value to be an 

underestimate since monthly rainfall averages were used instead of daily values. Percentages 

for three of the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, were calculated to be 29%, 44% and 49% of 1,950 

mm/year of rainfall for a coconut tree land cover fraction of 0.8, 0.15 and 0, respectively, for 

the period 1953 – 1993 (Woodroffe and Falkland, 2004). For this case, the difference with 

Bonriki Island is mainly due to a higher soil zone thickness in the model of the Cocos 

(Keeling) Islands (500 mm vs the 300 mm adopted for our study), with our WATBAL 

parameters arguably being well-constrained by detailed recharge studies conducted at Bonriki 

by White et al. (2002). 

 

On average, evapotranspiration losses were partitioned into canopy interception (8% of 

rainfall) and evapotranspiration from shallow- and deep-rooted vegetation (32% and 3% of 

rainfall, respectively). Recharge was applied in the spatially distributed zones shown in 

Figure 6. The values directly from the WATBAL model were used across most of the island 

(zone 1; Figure 6), whereas modifications were made for hydrogeological features in some 

areas that were not included in WATBAL calculations. For example, no recharge was applied 

to cells beneath the airstrip (zone 5), while the cells adjacent to it were assigned a 50% higher 

recharge to account for the runoff from the tarmac (zone 2). In zone 4, recharge was 40% 

lower than the WATBAL values to account for the presence of the reef flat rock, which is 

thought to restrict recharge to the more permeable Holocene sediments, in combination with 

the higher density of deep-rooted vegetation that are thought to tap directly into the 

groundwater (Galvis-Rodriguez et al., 2017; Sinclair et al., 2015). In this zone, a subdued 

response of the water level to rainfall was observed in comparison to the other parts of the 

lens reserve (Sinclair et al., 2015). No recharge was applied where there is open water (i.e., 

ocean, lagoon, fish ponds; see Figure 6), except at the wetlands (zone 3), where the recharge 

rate was calculated as the rainfall minus the open water evaporation rate, which was 

calculated by taking the pan evaporation values Falkland (1992) multiplied by 0.7. Negative 

recharge can occur during dry months in all zones except zone 5. In the wetlands (zone 3), 

this occurs when evaporation exceeds precipitation, while in zones 1, 2 and 4, this occurs 

when groundwater usage by deep-rooted vegetation exceeds the recharge to the water table 

from the soil zone. 

 

3.2.3 Groundwater abstraction 
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Abstraction rates have been recorded regularly by Kiribati’s Public Utilities Board (PUB) 

since 1998. During the present study, it was found that the flowmeters that were used to 

monitor the abstraction rates since 2004 were overestimating the abstracted volume due to 

improper installation. Based on a validation of the flowmeters in 2015, it was estimated that 

the actual flow rate is 18% lower than the recorded rates at the main trunk feeding into the 

water treatment plant (Loco, 2017). The overestimation of flow rates at individual galleries 

was estimated to range from 6.5% at gallery 13 to 42.1% at gallery 21. Based on these 

findings, the recorded flow rates were adjusted (revised rates are given in Table 1). In what 

follows, reference to abstraction rates implies the corrected values. 

 

The infiltration galleries were implemented in the model by assigning abstraction rates to the 

cells in the uppermost layer of the model grid that coincide with the location of the galleries. 

Monthly abstraction rates were assigned based on the values reported by PUB, corrected for 

the aforementioned flowmeter discrepancies. The reported total abstraction rate for each well 

was equally apportioned to the model cells by dividing it by the number of cells that represent 

an infiltration gallery. No measured abstraction rates are available for the period January 

1987 to November 1998, and only a best estimate can be adopted based on published reports 

(e.g., Falkland, 1992). Therefore, a constant abstraction rate of 850 m
3
/day was used in the 

model distributed between the 18 galleries existing at the time. Pumping rates were less than 

100 m
3
/d before 1987, and since no detailed information about this period exists and the 

abstraction rates are small, no pumping was simulated in the model prior to January 1987. 

 

To ascertain the degree to which changes in the freshwater lens volume are due to abstraction 

of groundwater or due to the rainfall conditions, a model without groundwater abstraction 

was run. More precisely, in the model without abstraction, pumping rates were reduced by a 

factor of 1000 so that the salinities at the pumping galleries could still be easily evaluated and 

compared to the model with abstraction. In addition, simulations with scaled abstraction 

rates, with otherwise the same stresses and parameters, were run to evaluate the long-term 

behaviour of the lens under reduced rates of groundwater withdrawal. Specifically, we sought 

to explore the level of pumping at which the lens would recover to “natural conditions” (i.e., 

in the absence of pumping) during high rainfall periods. Three additional scenarios were 

considered in which scaled abstraction rates were 75%, 50% and 25% of the abstraction rates 

used in the calibration simulation (i.e., as listed in Table 1). 
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3.3 Model calibration 

 

The total simulation time was subdivided into a calibration period subsequent to 1 January 

1997, and a validation period from 1 January 1948 to 31 December 1996. Calibrated 

parameters were the horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities (KH, KV), porosity (n), 

and dispersivity (horizontal longitudinal, αL; vertical longitudinal, αV; and transverse, αT). 

Unique KH and KV values were assigned to the Holocene sediments, and upper and lower 

Pleistocene layers, whereas n and {αL, αT, αV} were the same for all layers. Previous studies 

(e.g., Alam et al., 2002) that employed two-dimensional cross-sectional models provided 

initial estimates of these parameters. Calibration was undertaken using manual trial-and-error 

due to the run-times (around 3.5 hours). 

 

The initial heads and concentrations for the transient model were determined from the heads 

and concentrations after the final time step of the model with the updated calibration 

parameters but without abstraction. Since no data are available at the model starting time (1 

January 1948) and no information is available about the antecedent recharge rates, this is a 

somewhat arbitrary modelling choice. However, given the high permeability and small scale 

of the model, the initial conditions have little effect on the final outcome for the period of 

main interest, i.e., the post-1986 abstraction period. 

 

EC values were available at the 22 multi-level monitoring wells and for the 22 abstraction 

galleries, totalling 6,708 salinity data points during the calibration period. Measurement of 

the EC of abstraction galleries started in 1977, but regular readings from individual galleries 

have only been available since 2006. The EC of the water from the treatment plant, 

representing the mixed water from all the galleries before it is fed into the trunk main 

pipeline, is also available. For comparison with the modelled TDS concentrations, the 

measured EC values (in units of mS/cm) were converted to TDS (in units of kg/m
3
) by 

multiplying by 0.72. The EC-TDS conversion was obtained from comparison between EC 

and TDS where water chemistry data were available (Galvis-Rodriguez et al., 2017). The 

concentrations of the multi-level observation wells were compared to the model-calculated 

concentrations in the cells corresponding to the location and depth of the measurement point. 

The modelled concentrations of the cells corresponding to the abstraction galleries were used 

to calculate a flux-weighted average concentration, which could be compared to the measured 

values of the abstracted water from each gallery, and from all galleries combined. 
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3.4 Output variables 

 

The modelled concentrations were used to determine the volume of the freshwater lens, Vf, 

which was calculated by summing the saturated volume of all model cells in which the 

electrical conductivity was less than 2.5 mS/cm at the end of each stress period. The 

difference between the modelled freshwater lens volume without abstraction (Vf,na) and with 

abstraction (Vf,a) was ΔVf = Vf,na - Vf,a. The difference between the freshwater volume 

between two consecutive stress periods was ΔV’f = Vf,sp - Vf,sp-1, where sp in the subscript 

indicates the stress period number. Note that ΔV’f is positive/negative when the lens is 

growing/shrinking. 

 

The total abstracted volume of groundwater since the start of pumping on 1 January 1987 was 

defined as 

  i

N

itotabs tQV 
1

,A,  (2) 

where QA,i is the volumetric abstraction rate for month i (m
3
/d) and Δti is the length of month 

i in days (28 ≤ Δti ≤ 31). The total number of months in the simulation was N = 798. 

 

The model results were compared to the 12-month percentile rainfall ranking (R12), which is 

used as a drought index in Kiribati’s water management and drought response plans (e.g., 

White et al., 2008). R12 was calculated for each month by first summing the month’s rainfall 

and that of the preceding 11 months. This summed total was then ranked relative to other 12-

month sums that include the same month-sequence (e.g., February-to-January, May-to-April, 

October-to-September, etc.) within the simulation period (January 1948 – June 2014). Thus, 

an R12 value of 100% means that the previous 12 months were wetter than any other 12-

month period with the same start and end months. 

 

Results 

 

4.1 Calibration results 

 

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the salinities of the multi-level observation wells with the 

modelled salinities for the calibration and validation periods. The final root-mean-square 
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error (RMSE) was 3.58 kg/m³ during the calibration period and 3.45 kg/m³ during the 

validation period. This represents scaled-RMSE (Barnett et al., 2012) values of 10.2% and 

9.9 %, respectively, indicating an acceptable level of model-measurement mismatch for the 

proposed application of the model, particularly given the heterogeneous nature of the island’s 

subsurface, the high temporal dynamics and the manual approach to model calibration. There 

are few previous attempts at physically based simulation of island lenses with which to 

compare our calibration statistics. A comparable study is the modelling of Kish Island 

(Persian Gulf) by Ataie-Ashtiani et al. (2013), who produced a scaled-RMSE (i.e., modelled 

versus measured salinity) of 21%, albeit their salinity data set was considerably smaller than 

that available for Bonriki Island. 

 

 

Figure 7. Modelled versus observed concentrations for (a) the calibration period 1997 – 2014 

and (b) the validation period 1948 – 1996. 

 

The initial and calibrated parameters are shown in Table 3. Hydraulic conductivity values 

generally increased during the calibration process, because the initial simulations 

underestimated concentrations (i.e., overestimated lens thickness). Significant changes to 

transport parameters were required to improve the simulation of the freshwater–seawater 

transition zone location and thickness, including a reduction in αL to 0.8 m and an increase in 

porosity to 30%. 
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Table 1. Values of initial and calibrated model parameters. Multiple values in columns 3 and 

4 correspond to the respective K-zones listed in the second column. K-zones are illustrated in 

Figure S2 in the EMS. 

Model parameter K-zones Initial value  Calibrated value 

KH Holocene sediments, 

lagoon to ocean side 

3, 4, 5, and 6 1.0, 5.0, 8.0, 12.0 m/d 2.5, 9.2, 16.7, 35.9 m/d 

KV Holocene sediments, 

lagoon to ocean side 

3, 4, 5 and 6 0.2, 1.0, 1.6, 2.4 m/d 0.5, 1.8, 3.3, 7.2 m/d 

KH Top soil and surficial 

Holocene sediments 

1 5.0 m/d 9.4 m/d 

KV Top soil and surficial 

Holocene sediments 

1 1.0 m/d 1.9 m/d 

KH Beach rock Holocene 

sediments, ocean side 

2 4.0 m/d 10.0 m/d 

KV Beach rock Holocene 

sediments, ocean side 

2 0.8 m/d 2.0 m/d 

KH Fish ponds, lagoon side Not shown in 

cross section 

0.1 m/d 0.2 m/d 

KV Fish ponds, lagoon side Not shown in 

cross section 

0.02 m/d 0.04 m/d 

KH Upper Pleistocene, 

lagoon to ocean side 

7 and 8 10.0, 16.0 m/d 30.0, 61.9 m/d 

KV Upper Pleistocene, 

lagoon to ocean side 

7 and 8 3.5, 4.5 m/d 10.5, 17.4 m/d 

KH Lower Pleistocene 9 500.0 m/d 913.5 m/d 

KV Lower Pleistocene 9 100.0 m/d 182.7 m/d 

n  0.2 0.3 

αL  12.0 m 0.8 m 

αT  0.05 m 0.04 m 

αV  0.01 m 0.008 m 

 

Cross-sectional depictions of the calibrated model’s salinity predictions are presented in 

Figure 3, with comparison to observed values. The model matches reasonably well the 
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geometry of the freshwater lens for both the pre-abstraction (validation) period (e.g., May 

1985; Figure 3a), and after 27 years of abstraction (e.g., June 2014; Figure 3b). The model’s 

ability to recreate temporal salinity variations at the multi-level observation wells was an 

important performance criterion, given the use of the monitoring network in management 

decision-making. The transience of freshwater lens salinities is shown for BN27 (on cross 

section A-A’) and BN11 (located near galleries 16 and 17) in Figure 8. The vertical position 

of the EC = 2.5, 10 and 25 mS/cm lines are represented. 

 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of the modelled (solid lines) and measurement-based (points) vertical 

position of EC contour lines of 2.5, 10 and 25 mS/cm (blue, orange and red, TDS values of 

1.8, 7.2 and 18 g/L, respectively) at (a) BN27 on cross section A-A’ and (b) BN13 on cross 
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section B-B’. The dashed lines represent the model simulations without pumping. The 

volumetric recharge and abstraction rates are plotted as dark blue and light blue bars, 

respectively. Note that abstraction rates are always negative whereas recharge rates can be 

positive or negative. 

 

Figure 8 shows that the elevations of measured EC levels are reproduced by the model to 

within only a few metres, whereas the temporal trends in the elevation of EC isolines are 

matched reasonably well by the model. Salinity contours exhibit highly dynamic vertical 

movements, with displacements of >5 m occurring annually and long-term changes of around 

20 m recorded for the 2.5 mS/cm EC contour. Water-level responses to pumping and 

recharge over long timeframes are masked by tidal variations, and are thus not particularly 

helpful for the calibration of the non-tidal model of Bonriki lens (Sinclair et al., 2015). Where 

water table changes have been observed, the variation tends to be <1 m (Sinclair et al., 2015), 

and thus, changes to the storage of freshwater in Bonriki Island is associated more so with 

changes in the elevation of salinity rather than heads. 

 

Figure 9 illustrates measurements of the temporal variation in abstracted water EC, with 

comparison to flow-weighted mean EC values from the model. The model appears to be 

underestimating the effect of the recharge variability on the temporal changes of salinity of 

the abstracted water prior to 2010, but after this, variations in the pumped water salinity (i.e., 

at the trunk main) are closely matched by the model. This is reflected by the value of the 

Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), which is -0.02 for the entire period for 

which EC values at the trunk main were available (March 1999 – February 2014), but 0.83 

for the period since January 2010. Additional graphs, extending the results shown in Figures 

8 and 9, are included in the ESM (Figures S3 to S60) to illustrate the comparison between 

model outcomes and salinity measurements at observation wells and pumping galleries. In 

general, the same patterns as evident in the trunk main (Figure 9) are apparent for most of the 

individual galleries (see ESM Figures S3 to S24). 
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Figure 9. Comparison of computed and measured EC values of the pumped water at the 

trunk main during January 1987 to June 2014. The solid and dashed red lines represent model 

scenarios with and without abstraction, respectively. The volumetric recharge and abstraction 

rates are plotted as dark blue and light blue bars, respectively. The green line represents the 

12-month rainfall ranking (R12; see Section 3.4). 

 

4.2 Historical trends 

 

Figure 10 shows the development of Vf with time for the model simulation period, 

superimposed on abstraction, recharge and R12 trends. The results demonstrate that Vf is 

controlled by both recharge and pumping, as expected. Vf displays temporal trends that reflect 

those of R12 for the model simulation that neglects pumping. 
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Figure 10. Simulated freshwater volume (Vf) during the period January 1948 – June 2014. 

The solid red line represents the model scenario with abstraction, the dashed line is for the 

model with no pumping. The volumetric recharge and abstraction rates are plotted as dark 

blue and light blue bars, respectively. The green line represents the 12-month rainfall ranking 

(R12). 

 

The impact of abstraction is especially evident during the last 10 years of the pumping 

simulation, when Vf shows a declining trend punctuated by short periods of partial recovery. 

In 2014, the volume of freshwater seems to have reached an all-time low. Within the same 

period, the modelled salinities at the trunk main (and at the individual galleries, see ESM 

Figures S3 – S24) become increasingly sensitive to dry phases, especially after 2008. These 

trends are consistent with the cross-sectional depictions of the lens for May 1985 and June 

2014 (Figure 3), which clearly reveal that the lens has shrunk considerably since pumping 

began. Climate influences on the two lens snapshots (i.e., 1985 and 2014) can be ascertained 

by considering respective R12 values. For the period May 1984 to April 1985, R12 ranged 

between 15 and 42%, while for June 2013 to May 2014, it ranged between 28 and 52%. So, 

while the rainfall during the one-year period before June 2014 was higher than during the 

year leading up to May 1985, the freshwater volume was markedly lower. The difference is 

therefore attributable to abstraction, consistent with the significant difference in Vf between 

simulations with and without abstraction (Figure 10). In the absence of pumping, a 

decreasing trend in Vf is also apparent for the period 2004 – 2014, although the rate of decline 
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is rather subdued, and the final value of Vf for the no pumping case is within the range of 

values calculated during the previous time-sequence (i.e., 1948 – 2004; Figure 10). 

 

An improved interpretation of the lens evolution is possible by plotting ΔVf versus Vabs,tot, as 

given in Figure 11. The intention here is to explore the key water-balance elements that lead 

to the lens reduction shown in the previous figures. Blue bars are added to Figure 11 to 

indicate periods when R12 > 75%, i.e., sequences of very high rainfall. At the onset of the 

pumping period (i.e., 1987), ΔVf shows an increasing trend, which is due to the lens adjusting 

to the introduction of abstraction. ΔVf subsequently falls during 1990-1995 due to above-

average rainfall, despite continued abstraction throughout this time. The declining trend in 

ΔVf indicates that the lens volume was being replenished following depletion during the prior 

period (i.e., 1987-1990). However, complete replenishment was not achieved (i.e., ΔVf > 0; 

Figure 11). In the years following 1995, ΔVf increases almost monotonically, with exception 

of the 2002-2004 wet period. From Figure 11 it can also be seen that by mid-2014, when  ~11 

× 10
6
 m

3
 of groundwater had been abstracted since1987, ΔVf was almost 3 × 10

6
 m

3
. This 

latter amount was taken from the store of freshwater that would have been available under 

natural conditions. The rest of the nearly 11 × 10
6
 m

3
 of abstracted groundwater represents 

captured freshwater discharge that would otherwise have been lost to the sea, on the basis that 

gross recharge to the aquifer is independent of abstraction effects in the model. 
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Figure 11. Graph showing the pumping-induced depletion of the lens (ΔVf) plotted against 

the total volume of pumped groundwater (Vabs,tot). The blue bars in the figure indicate periods 

when R12 > 75%, i.e., periods of very high rainfall. The blue arrows mark the start of years. 

 

Figure 12 presents the ΔVf results of models with scaled abstraction rates. Figure 12a shows 

ΔVf behaviour as a function of time. As expected, lower abstraction rates lead to diminished 

depletion of the freshwater lens. However, the freshwater lens is not returned to its “natural 

condition” is any of the cases, and only the 25% scenario shows extended periods of almost 

stable values (i.e., independent of time) of ΔVf after 2005. Upward trends in Figure 12a 

indicate that the lens volume has not yet reached a new equilibrium condition, even where the 

pumping is reduced to as low as 25% of historical values. The final values of ΔVf at the end 

of the simulations are displayed on the right-hand side of Figure 12a, and as fractions of that 

from the calibration simulation (i.e., 2.90 × 10
6
 m

3
; Figure 12a) equate to 70%, 43% and 20% 

for the 75%, 50% and 25% scaled-abstraction scenarios, respectively. This means that for 

reduced abstraction rates, ΔVf is proportionally lower relative to Vabs,tot. By extension, a 

pumping rate at which ΔVf  0 would likely be around 5% of historical pumping rates, given 

roughly consistent difference between ΔVf/Vabs,tot (100%) and scaled-abstraction rates, as 

above. 
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Figure 12. Trends in ΔVf for different abstraction rates, plotted as a function of (a) time and 

(b) Vabs,tot. The percentages shown in the legend represent the fraction of abstraction (relative 

to the calibrated model) used in modified-pumping simulations. Note vertical scale 

differences. The blue bars in the left figure indicate periods when R12 > 75%. 

 

Figure 12b is a similar graph to Figure 11 but includes the results of models with reduced 

abstraction rates. The lines follow approximately similar trajectories, indicating that the 

gradient (ΔVf/Vabs,tot) is not particularly sensitive to the abstraction rate. In other words, lower 

rates of abstraction lead to delayed contraction of the lens, with the level of depletion being 

similar to that of higher abstraction rates, except at a later time. Specifically, as lens depletion 

appears to be mainly dependent on Vabs,tot (Figure 12b), scaling the abstraction rate leads to an 

approximately inversely proportionate delay in the timing of lens depletion (e.g., halving the 

abstraction rate leads to roughly doubling of the time before a particular level of lens 

depletion occurs). One might expect though that quasi-steady state conditions (i.e., changes in 

Vf in time become dependent only on changes in recharge with no further reduction due to 

pumping) become established for the 25% scenario before the scenarios with the higher 

abstraction rates, but the simulation period considered apparently was not yet long enough for 

this to become manifest.  

 

Figure 13 contains a comparison of monthly flow rates of recharge (QR) and net coastal 

discharge (Qcoast) for the entire model. QR represents the integrated recharge through the top 

of the model domain, while Qcoast is the integrated, net inflow through specified-head cells 

representing the ocean and lagoon floors. Negative values of Qcoast indicate that fresh 

groundwater is discharging to the ocean and lagoon (i.e., submarine groundwater discharge 
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(SGD) exceeds seawater influx to the aquifer), whereas positive values indicate that SGD is 

less than the seawater influx, and therefore the aquifer is accumulating seawater. The colour 

of the data points reflects the value of ΔV’f (positive values indicate lens growth) in 

accordance with the scale of the colour bar. 

 

 

Figure 13. Graphs showing the net flow rate of groundwater across the coastal boundary 

(Qcoast) plotted against the net volumetric recharge rate (QR) for the model (a) without 

abstraction and (b) with abstraction. Marker symbol colours indicate ΔV’f ( 10
6
 m

3
). Positive 

values of Qcoast indicate that seawater inflows exceed SGD, and positive values of ΔV’f 

represent periods of lens growth. 

 

The general downward-sloping trend of the data points in Figure 13 shows that the outflow to 

the lagoon and ocean is high when recharge is high, as expected for the small size and high 

permeability of Bonriki Island. Conversely, when recharge is low, there is the possibility of 

significant net inflows of seawater to the aquifer (i.e., positive Qcoast events), more so when 

abstraction is included in the model (compare Figures 13a and 13b). The relatively narrow 

band of data points around the 1:1 line suggests that (a) the rate of net seaward discharge is 

closely linked to recharge rates, and (b) Qcoast and recharge trends are approximately 

concomitant, because significant time-lags would be expected to widen the data cluster. Data 

points above the 1:1 line in Figure 13 indicate that net discharge to the sea is less than net 

recharge (i.e., –Qcoast < QR), whereas data points below the 1:1 line identify periods when net 

seaward discharge exceeds recharge (i.e., –Qcoast > QR). The former situation tends to occur 

more so under the highest recharge rates (i.e., as a result of freshwater lens growth) and when 

abstraction is considered (i.e., seawater discharge is reduced by pumping). The latter situation 
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(i.e., –Qcoast > QR) is more prevalent in the absence of abstraction and during low recharge 

periods, because these conditions (particularly in combination) are associated with SGD that 

persists during periods of low rainfall through losses to the lens’ freshwater storage. Both 

situations are associated with time lags between recharge events and responses in SGD. 

 

Periods of lens contraction, indicated by yellow-to-red symbols (i.e., ΔV’f < 0) in Figure 13, 

occur predominantly under conditions of net outflow through the coastal boundary (Qcoast < 

0). That is, despite that net recharge exceeds extraction, causing coastal outflow of 

freshwater, the lens declines. Most of the yellow symbols in Figure 13a (i.e., ΔV’f = 0) occur 

at QR values of around 2500 m
3
/d (i.e., a flux of 1.7 mm/d based on the island’s area of ~1.47 

km
2
), whereas in Figure 13b they occur mostly around 4000 m

3
/d (2.7 mm/d). The difference 

between these numbers is roughly equal to the mean abstraction rate since 2006. Moreover, 

under conditions of no abstraction, positive values of Qcoast occur only when QR < 0, whereas 

with abstraction this becomes when QR < 1500 m
3
/d, approximately. This is the intuitive 

consequence of less SGD or more seawater intrusion under the abstraction regime than under 

no-abstraction conditions, for the same amount of recharge. We can also interpret from this 

that recharge rates of approximately 2500 m
3
/d plus the total rate of pumping are required for 

stable lens conditions on Bonriki Island. Inspection of Figures 8 to 10 show that recharge 

commonly falls below this threshold for significant periods of time over the available rainfall 

record, leading to lens contractions that are further evident from increases in measured (and 

modelled) EC values (Figure 10). 

 

Discussion 

 

The strong dependency of Bonriki Island’s freshwater volume and the pumped water salinity 

on recharge rates are in accordance with findings from other freshwater lens systems on atoll 

islands (Bailey et al. 2014; Van der Velde et al., 2006). This temporal variability is captured 

reasonably well by the numerical model, albeit our assessment of the calibration fit is largely 

subjective. The calibration result and the use of model input parameters that fall within 

expected values lead us to conclude that the model is an adequate tool for exploring lens 

behaviour, including under various abstraction scenarios. Our application of the model 

provides new insights into the lens that are important for both management decision-making 

and for understanding the physical processes that occur within atoll island settings. For 

example, the importance of pumping is evident from the comparison between model 
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simulations with and without abstraction wells. This adds to previous studies of pumping 

impacts that adopt similar strategies except using density-independent groundwater models 

(e.g., Knowling et al., 2015). Indeed, climate drivers alone are unable to explain the lens 

thinning and shallow groundwater salinity increases that have become apparent in the field 

data over the last two decades. Therefore, trends of lens contraction are primarily caused by 

the exploitation of fresh groundwater, and not by changing recharge conditions. 

 

The numerical model presented here is comparable to that of the freshwater lens on Home 

Island of the South Keeling atoll by Ghassemi et al. (2000) in terms of hydrogeological 

conditions, spatial scale and data availability. Ghassemi et al. (2000) stated that their 

“modelling exercise failed” and, although they did not did not define criteria for calibration 

success, they concluded “calibration could not be achieved”, which they attributed to the 

karstic nature of the system. They did not show the differences between measured and 

modelled concentrations for their entire dataset, so it is impossible to make a direct 

quantitative comparison between the performance of the Bonriki model and their model. Yet, 

although the Bonriki model also shows some significant deviations between the measured 

and modelled configuration of the freshwater lens at individual observation wells (see Figures 

3, 7 and 8, and ESM Figures S25 – S60), as well as for the salinities of some of the galleries 

(see ESM Figures S3 – S24), we contend that a more optimistic conclusion about the 

usefulness of numerical models to simulate freshwater lenses in atoll environments is 

warranted. Indeed, given the karstic nature of the system, it is unlikely that a high degree of 

model accuracy can be achieved no matter how comprehensive the dataset and calibration 

effort. Moreover, a numerical model should not be expected to be able to accurately forecast 

salinities at individual pumping wells, as has been found for coastal aquifer models more 

generally (e.g., Sanford and Pope, 2010; Werner et al., 2013). Despite such limitations 

though, the Bonriki model was useful in analysing long-term trends of the volume of the 

freshwater resource, and in distinguishing between natural and anthropogenic impacts. This 

ability makes the model an important instrument to support for the sustainable management 

of water supply, and serves as a benchmark for atoll island investigation. 

 

Under natural conditions, decreases in lens volume occur (i) during periods of low or 

negative recharge when the coastal discharge of freshwater exceeds net recharge, and (ii) 

when freshwater losses due to mixing of freshwater and seawater within the aquifer (due to 

hydrodynamic dispersion) exceed the difference between freshwater inflows and losses. 
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These processes combine to create complex relationships between the volume of fresh 

groundwater and SGD and recharge, as demonstrated by the spread of data points 

representing ΔV’f = 0 in Figure 13a. Abstraction influences the aforementioned factors 

controlling lens volume, potentially enhancing dispersive effects and raising the recharge 

threshold at which the lens volume can increase (as described in the previous section). 

 

Both modelled and measured salinity trends indicate that significant increases in lens volume 

are apparent only when high recharge rates are sustained over periods of several months or 

more (Figure 10). Surprisingly, storage increases during sustained recharge events are 

generally similar with or without abstraction effects, leading to a somewhat linear 

relationship between lens volume and Vabs,tot, which is largely independent of the abstraction 

rate (i.e., Figure 12b). In a similar manner, QR and Qcoast are correlated at the one-month 

temporal resolution of the model (Figure 13). This means that a large fraction of the recharge 

is probably lost to SGD within one month or less. This finding is consistent with that of 

Jocson et al. (2002), who analysed the relationship between water level and recharge for the 

northern Guam Lens Aquifer and argued that it was likely that high recharge rates would 

cause a rapid increase of the flow of groundwater to the sea.  

 

The median ratio of the yearly volumetric abstraction rate over the yearly volumetric 

recharge rate during the period 2004 – 2014 was 36%. The median abstraction rate over the 

same period was 1526 m³/d, which is below the 1660 m³/d currently considered to be the 

sustainable rate (Table 1). Nonetheless, the Bonriki freshwater lens appears to be in a state of 

decline. This is apparent from the virtually linear shrinkage of the freshwater volume 

attributable to pumping since 2004 (Figure ). Cross sections showing the change in lens 

geometry between 1985 and 2014 (Figure 3) support this assertion. Moreover, the salinities 

of the abstracted water are becoming increasingly sensitive to droughts, as evidenced towards 

the end of the simulation period (Figure  and ESM Figures S3 – S24). That is, the salinities 

rise after a series of dry months but do not completely recover to pre-drought levels during 

the following wet phase. In the model scenario without abstraction, the salinity of the 

groundwater at the location of the abstraction galleries shows hardly any variability with time 

(Figure ). These results indicate that abstraction is causing thinning of the freshwater lens. In 

a thick lens, the volume of freshwater varies with time as recharge conditions vary, but this 

hardly affects the salinities of the abstracted groundwater, as the saltwater at depth does not 

reach the galleries. Under the current pumping regime, however, thinning of the freshwater 
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lens has brought saltwater closer to the galleries. Subsequently, some of the abstraction 

galleries collect brackish water during dry periods, causing a marked rise in salinity at 

specific locations. The model-calculated freshwater volumes indicate that Vf = 4.3 × 10
6
 m

3
 at 

the end of the simulation period in June 2014, whereas on average it was Vf = 7.7 × 10
6
 m

3
 

prior to pumping in 1987, which means that almost half of the volume of freshwater (3.4 × 

10
6
 m

3
) has been lost. This is because of mixing by hydrodynamic dispersion and a decrease 

of the freshwater storage by both lowering of the water table and rising salinity during 

periods of low recharge. As discussed in the previous section, under groundwater abstraction 

conditions, the recharge rate required to cause the freshwater lens to grow becomes higher 

than under natural conditions. 

 

Figure 10 provides initial evidence that supports the application of R12 as an approximate and 

informative indicator of Vf attributable to climatic conditions in the absence of pumping. This 

is an important finding given that lens volumes in islands and coastal areas more broadly are 

challenging to determine based on EC measurements, and ascertaining the climate-induced 

lens performance using only field data is almost impossible. Water levels are also a poor 

indicator of lens conditions as they do not reflect the volume of freshwater lost from an 

aquifer when the loss is partially compensated by seawater intrusion (Morgan et al., 2012). 

Moreover, the R12 parameter is easy to calculate if rainfall records are available and less 

cumbersome to implement than the time-series models by Van der Velde et al. (2006), which 

are based on a convolution integral that also captures the antecedent rainfall conditions but in 

a less intuitive way. 

 

The results of our study indicate that lens contraction caused by abstraction is a multi-decadal 

process that is superimposed on natural variations, and can become almost independent of 

climate drivers (Figures 11 and 12a). While under natural conditions and during the early 

stages of abstraction, shallow groundwater salinities and R12 are essentially independent, they 

become more strongly correlated at later times (Figure 9). This is apparent from the 

intensified fluctuations of the water salinity at the trunk main (a result of the freshwater lens 

becoming thinner) that follow the changes of R12. Therefore, we suggest caution in the use of 

R12 as a general indicator of the health of the Bonriki groundwater system under the current 

stressed conditions, since abstraction effects lead to relations between R12 and Vf as well as 

between R12 and abstraction water salinity that do not remain fixed. For management 

purposes, it can thus be misleading to rely on R12 only, because salinities of the abstracted 
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water in a thinned lens will start to show a stronger response to climatic variations, and the 

evolution of these relationships unfortunately can not be easily predicted. Collecting rainfall 

measurements (and other weather data) is nonetheless critically important, as is taking regular 

salinity measurements. As this study has shown, the response times of the lens, even in 

permeable, small-scale lens systems like Bonriki Island, make that monitoring needs to be 

sustained over many decades in order to fully capture the abstraction impacts. 

 

While the salinities of the water abstracted from the galleries appear to respond stronger to 

droughts during recent years, there are currently no immediate issues with the salinity of the 

water supply. Nevertheless, the observed trends call for a reappraisal of the management 

strategies of the freshwater lens. Several options could be considered. The pumping rates for 

individual galleries could be adjusted in such a way that those least sensitive to salinization 

pump more than those of which the salinity rises rapidly during dry phases. However, the 

long-term effects of this strategy should be investigated. Moreover, given the high water 

usage of the deep-rooted palm trees, vegetation management could be adopted that considers 

the trade-off between the value of the trees for sustenance and environmental functioning, 

and their negative impact on the lens through evapotranspiration withdrawals. Finally and 

importantly, a salinity trigger-level approach is considered important in providing early 

warning for a management response to preserve fresh groundwater and minimise the adverse 

effects of seawater intrusion when there are reduced inputs of recharge. The threshold of 

2500 m
3
/d plus abstraction, devised in this study, may serve as a management trigger in 

future water policy development. The current trend of lens thinning may require water saving 

measures and alternative sources of freshwater to be identified, which could include 

harvested rainwater or desalinated seawater. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

This study investigated the long-term effects of pumping on a freshwater lens on an atoll 

island (Bonriki Island, Tarawa Atoll, Kiribati). Based on a comprehensive data set of 

meteorological, geological and groundwater data, a numerical model was constructed which 

was used to infer the development of the freshwater volume and the water balance 

components for the island between 1 January 1948 and 30 June 2014. Abstraction was 

simulated during the last 27.5 years of the simulation (i.e., since 1 January 1987). 
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The results clearly show that under natural conditions, the freshwater volume is subject to 

significant changes that are driven by the rainfall intensity. By comparing model simulations 

with and without abstraction, the effect of abstraction could be isolated from these natural 

variations in freshwater volume. This showed that abstraction causes sustained contraction of 

the lens over the 27.5 years of pumping considered in this study. The rate of decline of the 

freshwater volume did not show abatement over time, which means that the freshwater 

volume has not yet reached a new equilibrium with respect to the pumping stresses. This is 

the case even for hypothetical, scaled-abstraction scenarios, where the pumping is reduced as 

low as 25% of historical values. Our finding that lens adjustment to the abstraction stresses 

spans a period of nearly three decades means that numerical simulations for the assessment of 

sustainable yield must be based on timescales of several decades even for small and 

permeable islands like Bonriki Island. 

 

The efforts to monitor groundwater and abstraction water salinities over several decades have 

been proven essential in assessing the state of the freshwater resource. Reliance on drought 

indices like the R12 used on Tarawa is appropriate under unstressed conditions or for low 

abstraction rates. But as thinning of the lens continues and shallow groundwater salinities 

become more variable with time, the relationship between R12 and abstraction water salinity 

is no longer fixed. Caution is therefore required to rely on such indicators to assess the health 

of the freshwater reserve. Because of its size and rainfall rates, the Bonriki freshwater lens is 

relatively resilient compared to other islands and this thus holds in particular for smaller 

islands with less recharge. Further work has to focus on management options for groundwater 

abstraction on Bonriki Island and a re-evaluation of the appropriate sustainable yield. 

Amongst a range of options, trigger-level approaches based on salinity must be considered, 

which will be the subject of future studies. 
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Highlights 

 

 3D numerical model of atoll island lens (Bonriki, Kiribati) matches historical data 

 Pumping effects are virtually cumulative, despite above-average rainfall periods 

 Recharge exceeding SGD of about 2500 m
3
/d (plus abstraction) needed for lens 

growth 

 Lens behaviour must be studied over multiple decades to assess sustainable yield 

 Long-term decline of Bonriki lens requires urgent revision to management practices 

 

 




